
GRAND NATIONAL 

There are a giarter of a million customers at Aintree, and he's 
not the only one who is just dying to help them find ihe Grand National 
winner  . . .  Go oni  Have a  bash,  pa l :  only  47 to  pick f rom.  I t ' s  a  
really cosmopolitan field, with American, Canadian, French and Spanish 

on FREEBOOTER tZ ^a^^goT ^Ttey^re on'theZ^wy ^he^st^lZ" 
A sudden rainstorm has made things unpleasant and we shan't be able 
to see very well, except for the four greys. 

They re still raking it in, but the parade*s nearly over now 
and they'll be going to the start. 

And here they are, all under starter's orders. It's a big field, 
but there's very little trouble. They're in line - and tiey're away. 
But the tape1* not up and they've broken through it. It's a false 
start and they're pulling up. 

Ten minutes later, there's a new tape - they're nioely in -
and they re offI It's a muoh better start than last year's .  
I£GAL JOT's a little slowly away but over four-and-a-half-miles that 
won't matter. 

Here's the first jump that took toll of so many last year ... and 

S r~4TVV  ̂C i 
the field, led by BROWN JACK III, FREEBOOTER, TEAL and EARLT MIST 
swep on to tne next jump ... and the gentlemen who came unstuck sort 
themselves out. 

Top weight FRsJSBOOTER is going well and so is LEGAL JOY and the three are 
drawing away. 



Bie Canal Turn, with a sharp left turn 

And there goes POSSIBLE with his young American owner Eric Weymouth. 

Now they're approaching Valentine's and FREEBOOTER' S  slightly ahead 
of TEAL but they're about level as they land, closely followed by 
IEGAL JOY. 

There goes ANOTHER DELIGHT — a terrific crash — but there's no 
serious damage done# 

Now TEAL is pulling away from FREEBOOTER - looks as though Arthur 
Thompson's trying to shake off the grey CAESAR'S WIFE. She was a bit 
of a nuisance last year, too. At Aintree she just loves to go along 
with the boys at the head of the field - without her rider I 

That brings the field down to twenty as they near the end of the 
first time round. 

At the water jump it's still TEAL, FREEBOOTER and LEGAL JOT in 
front and in that order they begin the second circuit as they go out 
into the country once again. 

Approaching jump no. 1 for the second time, there's still no change 
in the order. 

There goes ROIMQND. 

Second time over Beecher's. TEAL nearly went then and FREEBOOTER' S  

drawn slightly ahead. LEGAL JOY is going well and tfOT NO Sffif (topioal 
name thatJ) is showing up. Going away from Beeoher's. 

TRAVELLER'S ±%IJDB take a fall and that's as far as she's goingl 

FREEB003KR by a neck leading at the jump before the Canal Turn, 
tut TEAL is none the worse for his mistake and keeping up with him. 

Now it's the CANAL I'URi,. They're very close but they're safely 
over - no! there goes gallant FREEBOOTER. LEGAL JOY steers clear and 
Brian Marshall grabs FREEBOOTER To keep him out of trouble. 

Over Valentine's it's HEAL leading LEGAL JOY and WOT NO SUN, and 
ROYAL TAN is beginning to move up fast. 

Michael Scudaoore is challenging on LEGAL JOY, and ROYAL TAN (second 
last year) has moved up to third. It looks like being a terrific finish, 
as LEGAL JOY and TEAL fight it out. 



The Last jump. TEAL and US GAL JOY are over together, but there 
goes BOYAL IAN when he was certain of a place. Tough luck on Ireland, 
but a lucky break for WOT HO SIM. 

But now SEAL has dram clear, and with five lengths to spare from 
LBGAL JOY he passes the post to give Arthur Thompson his second Grand 
National win# 

Michael Saudamore brings LEGAL JOY alongside to congratulate 
Thompson, followed by Dave Dick on WOT NO SUN, who was thirdl 
And then everybody joins in including a number of gentlemen who don't 
seem to be interested in souvenir photographs without their horses. 

I t ' s  a  big moment  for  white-haired 21-stone owner  Harry Lane,  
who won the Lincoln last year with "Barnes Park." He told everybody 
to back TBAL and brought 600 employees from Stockton to see his horse 
win. 


